
Our innovative and growing company is looking for an operator instructor. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for operator instructor

Developing, establishing hands on training, through lab usage for both in-
house and field courses
Set up training events through a yearly calendar to map out major training
events, for both MinePro regions and the end customer
Facilitate the training events as they come into our department schedule
Participate as needed in personal job training to ensure and deliver relevant
course content for the students
Establish a coordinated communication network for the purpose of gathering
relevant updated course content
Developing and administering associated tests and training courses
Administering the Training School functions, including record keeping,
material requisitions, and purchases with input to the budgets
Preparing written technical reports and participating in a team atmosphere
and interacting with subordinates, peers, and management as required
Support and provide subject matter expertise on special projects for the Grid
Operations and Substation, Construction, and Maintenance teams
Staying current with relevant technology and innovation

Qualifications for operator instructor

500 hours total flying time of which 100 hours are PAI (not including “other”
time)
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Current Oversight training (VUport classes OVSC1000, 1100 and 1800),
Intelligence Oversight Officer training (VUport training TOOL1200 and OVSC
2201), Trusted Agent Training (Receive training and certification from a
current Trusted Agent) and Unit Auditor Training (VUport training OVSC3101)
Must have minimum of (5) five years total flying experience, with at least two
years B707 KE3 Boom Operator instructor
Must have recent experience, within the last 18 months, as a B707 KE3
Instructor Boom Operator or Evaluator Boom Operator
RC


